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In partnership with the NAACP, Lancme has  success fully donated $400,000 to young s tudents  of color this  year with "Write her Future." Image
credit: Lancme

 
By AMIRAH KEAT ON

According to 501(c) (3) Grantmakers for Girls of Color, just $15 million of $428 billion in philanthropic giving a
meager 0.003 percent reached Black girls and women in 2018 in 2022, L'Oreal-owned beauty brand Lancme sought
to reverse the underinvestment.

The beauty brand has released new content in celebration of the annual worldwide charitable observance
GivingTuesday and "Write Her Future," a movement which, among other goals, aims to improve educational equity.
Powered by Lancme USA and made possible by a partnership with the NAACP, both entities are announcing that all
proceeds from Tuesday's purchases made at Lancome-usa.com will be donated toward the academic funding
initiative for women of color.

"[Write Her Future' is] a wonderful endeavor for GivingTuesday," said Sheri Koetting, founder, brand strategist and
creative director at MSLK, New York.

"[The initiative offers] great alignment for a cosmetic brand, and its audience, especially given the recent efforts to
appeal to audiences of all ethnicities," Ms. Koetting said. "Everyone, including the luxury consumer wants their
dollar to do more these days and we've seen that these kinds of cause marketing campaigns make consumers feel
great about their purchase."

"Note, these campaigns do not typically inspire a consumer to purchase if they were not already prepared to spend,
but they do provide a valuable emotional addition, building good will for brands."

Ms. Koetting is not affiliated with Lancme, but agreed to comment as an industry expert.

Lancme x GivingTuesday 2022
In honor of GivingTuesday, which takes place each year on the Tuesday after Thanksgiving, Lancme announces its
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intentions for additional giving.

By way of its  "Write Her Future" initiative, and, furthermore, a partnership with the NAACP established last September,
Lancme has moved full speed ahead with the distribution of 40 grants $10,000 grants, each going to a young woman
of color entering college in the 2022-23 academic year.

Today the brand releases footage, further illustrating its equitable feat.

Lancme's video highlights the personal accounts of grant recipients

Therein, grant recipients take to the camera to describe the influence and impact that access to educatory resources
has imparted on their lives thus far.

Denia Brielle Smith introduced herself as an activist, nationally recognized and passionate about racial and gender
equity.

"The project that I submitted for the scholarship was a youth-led podcast, the 'She Shall Speak Series,'" she explains.

"It aims to inspire young Black girls to pursuit civic service, entrepreneurship, and social justice in their own
communities."

Ms. Smith expresses that the scholarship has worked to affirm her dream of one day becoming the first Black
woman to serve as a senator from New Jersey.

Following, other scholarship winners come forward with their personal stories, against a background of b-roll
featuring Write Her Future programming, including events, talks, mentorship sessions and more.

A shot of four students sharing a sisterly embrace brings the clip to a close.

"We are thrilled to partner with Lancme on the 'Write Her Future' Scholarship Fund," said Derrick Johnson, president
and CEO of the NAACP, in a statement.

"As an organization dedicated to doing the work in our communities ourselves, we greatly appreciate Lancme for
consistently using their platform to enable change and influence," Mr. Johnson said. "We look forward to witnessing
these young women who have received mentoring opportunities and scholarships contribute to their communities
and beyond."

Continued causes
The beauty magnate opened initiative applications with an announcement on March 8 of last year, marking
International Women's Day with its news.

Celebrity brand ambassadors and actresses Zendaya (see story) and Lupita Nyong'o (see story) joined in, helping
raise awareness by fronting Lancme's cause. The initiative's timing fit the larger context of social unrest and a wave
of protests, largely placed during the pandemic, appropriately.

Lancme's contributions, which amounted to the donation of $400,00 scholarships, help to quell concerns that luxury
action in the DEI space is dying down.

In the wake of pandemic protests, luxury entities were forced to listen. Some prioritized seemingly-genuine steps
forward, while others were accused of capitalizing off crucial activism while lacking evident follow-through on
promises professed during the era's peak.

Conversely, Lancme's global commitment to empowering women through literacy and education, as well as
mentoring and entrepreneurship opportunities, aligns well with its American activation, bolstering its brand and
ensuring that its efforts appear authentic in nature.

Its efforts not only actively attempt to combat this concept of virtue signaling and, subsequently, the risked erasure of
diverse voices, but also work to suit a top-tier marketing strategy seamlessly.

"At its core, Lancme has always stood for and with women by not only making them beautiful on the outside but also
helping them to feel empowered on the inside," said Stuart Leitch, president of Lancme USA, in a statement.

"Happiness comes from living self-fulfilled lives in every aspect, and it is  with this in mind that we are launching this
program in the United States to help meet the needs of women of color to bring equity to education," Mr. Leitch said.
"While many programs currently address childhood literacy and education needs, we felt it is  vital to support young
women to go onto higher education and receive career development, which is why Lancme USA is proud to partner
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with the NAACP on our 'Write Her Future' program."
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